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In Cynthion Group, office hours ended.

Leon, Cynthia, and Ruth were about to go home.

When Leon received a call from Iris, his expression darkened at the sound of people shouting.

"Leon, what's wrong?"

Cynthia and Ruth were both confused by the dark look on his face.

"Cynthia, Iris, and Snow might be in danger! I'm going to find them right now! You should go home with Ruth! Be safe," Leon

said. Not daring to wait another moment, Leon immediately hurried toward the spot where his car was parked.

He jumped into his car and drove off to the distance swiftly.

"What!’

Cynthia and Ruth soon realized that something went wrong.

"Cynthia, will Iris and Snow be okay?" Ruth asked worriedly.

"I don't know, but Leon's a resourceful man. He's always been able to turn things around. I'm sure Iris and Snow are going to be

alright,’ Cynthia consoled her.

Despite what she said, her heart was heavy with concern.

"What do we do now? Are we supposed to just go home? I'm so worried!' Ruth said hesitantly.

After spending so much time together, Ruth, Iris, Cynthia, and Snow developed a strong, sisterly bond; neither of them could

return home when Iris's and Snow's safety was at risk.

"Oh, right! I have Roanne's number! Let me call her right now and seek help from the Thompsons! That way, there's a bigger

chance of getting Iris and Snow out of danger!’ Cynthia said.

Roanne was the eldest daughter of the Thompsons and she was close with Leon.

If the Thompsons were willing to interfere, Leon would be more than capable of protecting Iris and Snow from all harm.

Cynthia immediately took out her phone to call Roanne and briefly explained the situation to her.

At the time, Roanne was also on her way home from work.

When she was told that Iris and Snow were in danger, she immediately urged John to turn the car and hurried toward Leon's

direction.

Meanwhile, Leon instantly arrived at the spot where Iris and Snow were captured, only to find nothing but Iris's car with one of

the car windows shattered, along with Iris's and Snow's phones in the car.

"Damn it! Who did this?!" Leon widened his eyes in rage.

When Iris phoned him, he faintly realized that they were in danger, but did not catch any sign that could lead to the identity of the

attackers.

However, judging from what happened recently, it could be concluded that Joel was likely involved, but Leon had no evidence to

prove if his theory was correct.
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